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Save our planet!

Let’s make the world a better 
place! 



How big and beautiful our Earth is!

• It’s a wonderful world we live in. 
• For thousands of years the Earth has 

given support to all forms of life – human 
beings, birds, fishes. insects and plants.

• But now human beings are killings our 
planet.



The protection of nature has become one of 
the most important problems of 21st century

• Why is the protection 
of nature so 
important?

•  Who must work hard 
to keep our Earth 
clean?

• What can you do 
personally to protect 

• the nature?

• What will happen if 
we don’t stop polluting 
the air and the water?



The protection of nature

• The protection of 
nature means…

• All people must work 
hard…

• Every child can help 
the nature …

• If we don’ stop 
polluting the air and 
the water….

• ….by planting the trees and 
building birds houses.

• …..trees and flowers won’t grow, 
fish will die in dirty water, the air 
will be dirty, our environment will 
be unsuitable for life.

• … to make the Earth cleaner 
because the Earth is our home, 
and we must take care of it for 
ourselves and for people who will 
live in future.

• ….the protection of our 
Motherland:

• ..richer is the nature of our 
country, richer and stronger is the 
country itself. 



For a long time too little attention was 
paid to the environment problems

• Many species of 
animals and birds 
have disappeared.

• Millions of animals die 
every year because 
man has polluted their 
natural homes.



Wildlife in danger!

• Every year people cut 
down more trees, 
build more roads, use 

• more land for farming.
• This leaves fewer 

jungles, fields, forests 
for wildlife.



The air we breathe

• The country air, 
once clean and 
fresh, now is 
polluted by 
power stations 
and factories.



The water

• Some of our rivers 
are now empty of 
fish.

• And in some rivers 
you can see a thick 
foam caused by 
chemical waste.



Littering

• We live among 
litter and wastes 
which we have 
created 
ourselves.



What is wrong with our nature?
Use Present Simple Passive

• The forests
• The flowers

• The litter           is +v
• The trees         are+ v
• The branches
• The birds

• (To pick up
• To leave
• To paint
• To damage   3rd form
• To frighten
• To spoil)



What will happen if we don’t try to 
solve these problems?

•Scientists 
have made 
predictions 
and they are 
alarming.



Don’t damage nature!

• Take care of your… .
• Don’t cut the 

…flowers.
•  They may all… .
• Plant one … a year. 

From one oak a 
   … will grow. 
    It is very simple.

• Missing words:
• A tree,   a forest, 

Motherland, 
disappear ,  wild



How long does the litter last?

• A glass bottle –
• A banana peel – 
• A wool scarf –
• A tin can-
• An aluminium can-
• A plastic bottle-
• A traffic ticket-

• Forever
• Up to 6 months
• 1 year
• 100 years
• Up to 500 years
• 400 years
• 1 month



Recycle, reuse, reduce!

•  Use less 
paper! Save 
your family 
newspapers 
and recycle 
them!



Save energy!

• The energy saved 
from one recycled 
aluminium can will

• operate a TV set for 3 
hours.

• Recycle aluminium 
cans!



Leave the place clean!

• When you hike, put 
litter away! 

• Pick up litter you see 
as you walk.

• Recycle bottles and 
cans! 

• Small animals can get 
hurt on sharp cans or 
broken bottles.



The Earth needs a friend!

• We love our planet, its 
green fields, vast 
forests, mountains, 
rivers and lakes.

• But all creatures, big 
or small that live on 
our Earth need your 
help.



We are in charge of our planet.



Let’s make the world a better place!


